The authors stress in the paper that at a moment when a large-scale administrative reform of control-surveillance activities in the Russian Federation took place there was an efficient tool greatly compatible with control and surveillance activities, a so called social-hygienic monitoring system. When control and surveillance activities and social and hygienic monitoring are brought together, it is a process when mutual integration of both systems takes place; results obtained in one of them give grounds for planning in another. Control and surveillance activities should give precise and targeted recommendations for the social social-hygienic monitoring system for those objects which are to be observed systematically. Both systems accumulate data on which obligatory requirement this or that surveillance object is likely to violate. The monitoring systems allows to make scientifically grounded choice on observation points and monitoring programs development taking all zones influenced by risk sources into account.

Measurement results are aimed at validated and precise determination of unacceptable health risk occurrence or threats to human life or health as well as an object causing such threats. But still each systems continues to solve each own tasks attributable only to it.

Both systems, social-hygienic monitoring and control and surveillance activates, are becoming dynamic. Monitoring points and observations programs are changing in accordance with surveillance authorities actions and economic entities reactions to such actions. Control and surveillance authorities get another tool which helps to further validate their efficiency over the previous time periods.

System management processes are cyclic and have time gaps between specific stages during a year; it causes substantial time expenses which are necessary to obtain optimal parameters. The overall management cycle for one system is equal to 4 years, and for combined systems, 8 years.
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Surveillance and control activities are now being reformed in the Russian Federation and risk-oriented approaches are being implemented in the sphere. These changes are to make overall administrative burden for businesses lower but in no way should
they result in loss of the state control over the situation. It is especially true for these spheres under surveillance where the state protects such values as life and health of the country citizens.

Authorities which are responsible for sanitary surveillance in the RF were created almost 100 years ago and they have been improving procedures and forms of hygienic and epidemiologic assessments aimed at detecting hazards for citizens' health ever since [1]. So, they now possess a wide range of instruments for providing sanitary-epidemiologic welfare in the country as an addition to control and surveillance mechanisms which are now being administratively restructured. Social-hygienic monitoring (SHM) is one of such instruments (and we must say, the most efficient one) [1–3]. "Regulations on social-hygienic monitoring procedures" 1, approved by the RF Governmental Order on February 2, 2006, No. 60 and being in force at the moment set forth the following basic SHM tasks:

- to perform hygienic assessment of the environment and population health;
- to reveal cause-and-effect relations between population health and impacts exerted by environmental factors basing on the systemic analysis and health risks assessment;
- to detect causes and conditions which made for occurrence and spread of infections and mass non-infectious diseases (intoxications);
- to work out propositions how to eliminate detected hazardous impacts exerted by environmental factors.

Social-hygienic monitoring was initially implemented to accumulate information which could help to reveal cause-and-effect relations between the RF population health and factors influencing it. It was also to provide informational support for managerial decisions at various levels of public administration. As a result, social and hygienic monitoring is now a complicated open system which for many years has been accumulating and processing heterogeneous data on environmental factors, social and economic parameters of people's life in the country regions, medical and demographic peculiarities of the society in general and specific population groups [3, 4].

Any complicated system which integrates data flow from various sources has its drawbacks; the same is the case with SHM, and these drawbacks are to be eliminated. However, there is no other state monitoring system in the RF which involves comprehensive interdepartmental interaction and collects such diverse data as SHM. The system has accumulated results of instrumental environmental quality measuring in all the RF subjects over the years of its functioning. In 2017 Rospotrebnadzor's authorities and offices acting within SHM frameworks took and analyzed more than 1.1 million atmospheric air samples; assessed drinking water quality taken from centralized water supply systems at more than 11,000 monitoring points; analyzed soils samples taken at more than 8,000 points located in settlements [5]. The federal information fund created due to such activities is practically inexhaustible from the analytical point of view and allows


2 On making alterations into the Federal Law «On protection of juridical persons and sole proprietors when the state and municipal control (surveillance) procedures are performed: Federal Law passed on July 03, 2016 No, 277-FL». Available at: http://www.consultant.ru/document/cons_doc_LAW_200571/3d0cac60971a511280cbba229d9b6329c07731f7/#dst100049 (12.02.2018).
to perform scientifically intense data processing to solve various tasks, including those set in the sphere of surveillance and control improvement [6, 7].

We should note that the system was created in such a way that its functional development was quite possible. When a new methodology of health risk assessment under exposure to hazardous environmental factors was introduced into the system, it has become the most significant progressive change in SHM since the moment it was created. Results obtained via health risk assessment enabled detection of regional and local priority factors, determination of zones where health risks were high, or, on the contrary, territories which were sanitary and epidemiologically safe [8, 9].

A new concept, "control activities performed without interaction with juridical persons or sole proprietors", was fixed in the Federal Law passed on July 03, 2016 N 277-FL; this concept was fundamentally new, and it gave an additional impulse for the social and hygienic monitoring development. The clause 8.3, added to the Law, states that "... examining and measuring parameters of environmental objects (atmospheric air, water, soils, and planetary interior) within performance of the state ... social and hygienic monitoring according to procedures fixed in the RF legislation" belong, among others, to such control activities the performance of which does not require any interaction between a public authority and juridical persons or sole proprietors.

So, the legislation fixes a direct correlation between two most important Rospotrebnadzor's functions, performance of control and surveillance activities and social and hygienic monitoring. This combination of two basic functions is quite harmonious and well justified. As SHM most significant task, from its very beginning, was to examine correlations within "environment - health" system, it has always focused on objects which could cause hazards and risks for human health. A new model of surveillance and control activities, in its turn, is aimed at stricter surveillance at objects which cause the greatest risks for protected values, first of all, people's life and health [10–13]. Here control and surveillance involve prevention, detection, and elimination of sanitary legislation violations, including those which cause environmental contamination [14].

Given such conditions, the combination of control and surveillance activities and social and hygienic monitoring is a process when two systems become mutually integrated, and the results obtained in one of them, give grounds for planning in another. But still, each system continues to solve independent tasks which are only its responsibility (Figure 1). But at the same time, mutual penetration of the systems requires new tasks being set and solved in each of them. Control and surveillance activities are to give clear and targeted recommendations for social and hygienic monitoring concerning objects which require systemic observations in zones influenced by them. If we wish to optimize SHM exactly as per control and surveillance activities results, we are to understand, which obligatory requirements are most likely to be violated by this or that object under surveillance. Social and hygienic monitoring has to give scientific grounds for the selection of monitoring points and programs which are to be closely connected with a zone influenced by an object which causes health risks. Consequently, measurement results are to validate occurrence and level of intolerable health risks or threat of damage to people's life and health as well as to give clear evidence on an object which causes such risks or threats.
The results of two systems being combined is their mutual enrichment:
- instrumental examinations programs are created allowing for objects being ranked as per potential health risks and they can be based on more informative data;
- research results obtained via correct and targeted programs can, in their turn, give informational grounds for control activities performed without any interaction with juridical persons or sole proprietors.

Such mutual enrichment makes both systems, social and hygienic monitoring and control and surveillance activities, become dynamic and cyclic. Monitoring points and programs are changed relevantly to activities performed by controlling authorities and to response measures taken in relation to actions by economic entities.

Control and surveillance authorities get an instrument which additionally confirms efficiency of their own activities performed in previous time periods. They can also monitor whether their responses to economic entities’ actions were efficient or not.

There is a dynamic planning concept created in management theory; this concept is known as Deming cycle. It means that quality of all the results obtained in any activities is constantly regulated via consequent steps which are usually denominated as follows: Plan - Do - Check - Act (PDCA). Deming cycle, when it is applied in Rospoternadzor functioning, is in its essence a process of consequent increase in the efficiency of the performed activities (their optimization) due to surveillance activities being planned and organized allowing for social and hygienic monitoring re-

Figure 1. The general scheme for combination of social and hygienic monitoring and control and surveillance activities by Rospotrebnadzor.
results, and monitoring, in its turn, being planned and organized allowing for the results of inspections conducted at industrial objects.

Separate stages are divided into different time periods, and it is a peculiarity of Rospotrebnadzor surveillance and control activities optimization. In other words, if we perform planning during a time period \( t \), then surveillance is conducted during \( t+1 \), results are checked during \( t+2 \), they are analyzed and activities are optimized during \( t+3 \). The process is a helix-like one, and if we allow for specific features of surveillance and control activities planning, organization, and performance within Rospotrebnadzor system, we can state that a time interval between the steps (time lag) amounts to 1 year.

An increase in control and surveillance activities efficiency is closely related to the same process in social and hygienic monitoring.

Although optimization processes for control and surveillance activities and social and hygienic monitoring are quite similar, the latter has a peculiarity as its cycle has a reverse direction. But at the same time the cycles have common elements and two helix-like processes interact. Figure 2 shows a three-dimensional image of interaction between the cycles where blue arrows show control and surveillance activities management, and red ones, SHM system management.

Cyclic processes of the systems management with time lags between separate steps being equal to 1 year leads to substantial time costs which are necessary for obtaining optimal parameters. As we can see from the schemes given in Figure 2, the full managerial cycle for each separate system is equal to 3–4 years, and for their combination, to 6–8 years.

We should also note that although time lags lead to greater time required for finding optimal solutions, the management process is continuous. Moreover, as social-economic, sanitary-epidemiological, and medical and demographic situation is constantly changing, any optimal solution can only be temporary. Consequently, the basic managerial task in the combined "control and surveillance activities - social and hygienic monitoring" system is to form such managerial decisions which are as efficient as possible in terms of its improvement.

Implementation of theoretical ap-
approaches to optimization of control and surveillance activities performed by Rosprotrebnadzor on a regional level requires developing and implementing new techniques for complex planning; such planning should be based on interactions between Rosprotrebnadzor subdivisions in the spheres of information exchange and systemic analysis of data taken from the departmental statistic reports and SHM regional information funds.

Necessary conditions for the systems integration are:
- keeping up a register of juridical persons and sole proprietors which are subjects to surveillance;
- calculating potential health risks which can be caused by each object under surveillance: it is necessary for objects ranking and surveillance activities planning\(^3\);
- spotting out objects which cause extremely high and high health risks for regional population;
- spatial binding of all such objects to territories;
- justifying "risk profiles" for objects under surveillance as a system of parameters which characterizes priority factors causing the overall risk level of an object and their internal relations;
- conjugating risk levels of an object with medical and demographic situation on a territory and spotting out territories with the highest mortality and morbidity shares associated with risks caused by an object under surveillance as a results of sanitary legislation being violated;
- creating SHM programs allowing for the following requirements: a monitoring point should be located on a territory where the highest potential health risk can be caused by an object under surveillance where the highest morbidity associated with a hazardous factor can occur; a monitoring program is aimed at measuring factors which cause the highest health risks; a monitoring program includes minimum sufficient number of observations which are required for the consequent analytical treatment.

Social and hygienic monitoring results should be taken into account in further planning and assessing efficiency of control and surveillance activities. Should social and hygienic monitoring results reveal there is environmental contamination which is dangerous for people's health, then the most essential task is to adjust control and surveillance activities concerning objects which can be a source of such contamination.

This approach fully corresponds to control and surveillance activities orientation at their ultimate result, namely, population health preservation. However, new tasks set stricter requirements to each element in social and hygienic monitoring and a risk-oriented model implemented into surveillance and control activities.

Stricter requirements are also set for the quality of registers which comprise economic entities being subject to sanitary-epidemiologic surveillance, as well as for correctness and transparency of calcula-

\(^{4}\) On application of risk-oriented approach when organizing specific activities in the sphere of the state control (surveillance) and making alterations into some Orders by the RF Government (together with "The Rules for attributing activities performed by juridical persons and sole proprietors and (or) industrial objects used by them to a specific risk category or to a specific hazard category": The RF Governmental Regulations dated August 17, 2016 No. 806. Available at: http://docs.cntd.ru/document/420372694 (12.02.2018)
There is a new task related to spotting out priority chemical, biological, and physical risk factors which are subject to measuring. Rospotrabnadzor's authorities and offices require a wider range of tools for situational modeling, including those based on GIS-platforms [14–16].

It is extremely vital to create a scientific-methodical foundation for accounting, evidencing, and registering cases in which damage was done to people's life or health as a result of sanitary legislation violation and when such violation was proved by SHM measuring results.

In accordance with item 4, clause 8.3 of the 294-FL, all the control activities (inspections) which are performed without any interaction with juridical persons or sole proprietors should be accomplished basing on a set of inspection tasks approved by a surveillance authority supervisor. Given the above-mentioned, it is extremely essential to work out principles for drawing up such sets of tasks, their layout, and a form in which inspections results are to be presented.

Rospotrebnadzor authorities and offices have accumulated experience in conducting control inspections without any interaction with juridical persons or sole proprietors (in the spheres not related to sanitary surveillance). This experience proves that an inspection task should contain clear description of its goals, state its date, list all the basic information on an inspection object (its location, address, whom it belongs to and according to what rights). All the procedures are to be strictly documented. Inspection results are to be presented as an inspection report which should contain the following: a type of an inspection; information about a task this inspection was based on; a date or a period during which it took place; a time when it started and finished; its participants; a short descriptions of actions performed by an official and other participants; data obtained during it including the results of examinations, measuring, and observations; information on technical means which were applied for technical measuring; fixation of the inspection course and its results; data on any appendices to a report as well as explanations, additions or remarks made by inspection participants.

Schemes, tables, and measuring reports as well as any other supporting technical documents designed according to a established procedures are supplements to a report.

To sum up, a task to combine social and hygienic monitoring and surveillance and control activities is a vital one and requires the following:

- to work out and approve on a new edition of the regulations on SHM in relation to the Federal Law issued on June 29, 2016 No. 277-FL "On making alterations into the Federal Law «On protection of juridical persons and sole proprietors when the state and municipal control (surveillance) procedures are performed" and the Federal Law "On strategic planning in the Russian Federation";
- to develop a scientific approach to creating "risk profiles" for objects under sanitary-epidemiologic surveillance due to violation of sanitary-epidemiologic legislation;
- to give scientific grounds for selection of monitoring points and creation of programs for instrumental research on atmospheric air, natural and drinking water and soils in zones influenced by economic entities which cause extremely high, high, or significant health risks due to violation of obligatory requirements to environmental objects quality;
- to create and document methodical approaches to specific research within SHM system which is control activities performed without interaction with juridical persons or sole proprietors in zones influenced by economic entities which cause extremely high, high, or significant health risks;

- to develop requirements to presentation of sampling and measuring results obtained during control inspections without interaction with juridical persons or sole proprietors and fix these requirements in regulatory documents;

- to work out scientific and organizational approaches to detecting, evidencing and registering cases in which damage was done to health due to violation of obligatory requirements by objects under sanitary-epidemiologic surveillance.
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